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And the absence arose. And Maria Lavman Vetö saw that it was good. And the textbooks arose. And Maria saw
that it was good. And she registered all textbooks in the high school library. And she saw that it was good. And
she chose a sentence in each textbook. And she selected a picture in each textbook. Maria wanted to
understand her work and her life and art. And the years went by and the seasons went by. And the time and
space passed into each other. And life and people passed into each other. She wanted to let people and life in.
She wanted them to join and share this. She wanted them to participate, that they should join and create this.
With their eyes, with their heads, with their hands. She used archive technology and scale and layers and
digital technology and printing technology. To get things closer, affect each other, communicate with each
other. The emptiness and materia, the objects and the abyss between, the bodies and the gaps, the absence
and the presence. And every four weeks, Maria sent out reports to mentors and school leaders, curators and
school nurses. And it became seven hundred layers. And they all knew each other, all of them made each other
visible, mutually giving each other meaning.
And everything began in the image, in the expanded image, in the expanded painting. And everything was
visible here. Also the evil. The inertia that came in from the world. The material that came from the world. The
mechanics that came in from the world. How things that did not belong together interlinked. How traces and
traces of hands were mixed with each other. How colors mixed, sometimes sharp, sometimes invisibly. One
surface was placed next to another surface and created silence. One text was placed next to another text and
created silence. Everyone should represent their counterparts outside this framework. But there were no
counterparts outside these limits. There was only this. And it should now be itself. And it fell apart. It was not
even itself. It was only line. It was only color stain. And hardly even that. The absence no longer saturated the
absence. Learning no longer saturated learning. Perception no longer saturated the perception. The color and
scale could no longer assimilate themselves. And everything fell into one point.
But then came the everyday and then came the working time, then came the source references: "Work as if
you do not need money." Then people came, and life came: "It will happening in about 5 billion years." "It's
often when one least expect that it's happening." Frid, Johan, Intro picture 1. ed. 2002 p. 250 and “A long
break follows" Jansson, Ulf, “A book about theater 1, ed. 2010”, p. 250. And then came the light. The
projection. The taking and the giving. The fragment. The shard. The magnification. The enlightment. The course
of the day and the shifting of the light. In hight and length and width. The insight. It is at this moment it is
happening. Here and now. And we are doing it. And we can change it. Create it. The attention. The obsession.
Bring it with us. Be its vessels. Experience it. And never forget it. This all-encompassing perception. Sensorium.
Send it to every neuron, axon and dendrite, and let them host it forever: Two thousand four hundred students
absence and presence at the Technology Program, Natural Science Program, Economics Program and Social
Science Program at a secondary school in Sweden in the autumn of two thousand fifteen and spring two
thousand sixteen.
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